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Preface

This book teaches computer programming using Alice, a revolutionary software system that is freely available from Carnegie Mellon University. Alice is a three-dimensional graphical system that can be used to create animations and computer games. With Alice, students build virtual worlds inhabited by objects from the real world, such as people, animals, cars, airplanes, and more. The virtual worlds that students create, and the objects they place in them, can be programmed to perform actions. While learning to program in Alice, students learn the same fundamentals that are taught with traditional languages such as Java, C++, or Visual Basic.

Changes in the Second Edition

This book’s pedagogy, organization, and clear writing style remain the same as in the previous edition. Many improvements have been made, which are summarized here:

- **Online Video Notes**
  An extensive series of online video notes have been developed to accompany this text. Throughout the book, video note icons alert the student to videos that explain many of the book’s hands-on tutorials. Additionally, one programming exercise at the end of each chapter now has an accompanying video note explaining how to develop the problem’s solution. The videos are available at www.pearsonhighered.com/gaddis.

- **Updated for Alice 2.2**
  This book has been updated for compatibility with Alice 2.2.

- **Exporting an Alice World to Video**
  Chapter 2 discusses the process of exporting an Alice world to video.

- **Expanded Coverage of Decision Structures**
  Chapter 4, Decision and Repetition Structures, has a new section on testing the value of an object’s property with an `If/Else` instruction, a new tutorial on testing an object’s color property.

- **Expanded Coverage of Repetition Structures**
  Chapter 4, Decision and Repetition Structures, has a new tutorial on using a `While` instruction to repeatedly manipulate an object’s opacity property.

Additional Programming Problems
Additional programming problems have been added to Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 5. Many of these new problems are designed to focus on a small set of topics from their chapter, and can be completed in a short period of time.

Why Use Alice to Teach Programming?

With Alice, Abstract Concepts Become Concrete
Many students have trouble learning computer programming because the concepts are so abstract. This is where Alice comes to the rescue! Alice brings abstract concepts down to earth, and makes them more concrete. For example, objects take on the form of physical entities, such as people, buildings, animals, and cars, which can be seen on the screen. When an object’s methods are called, they cause the object to perform actions that can be observed. The student gets the sense that he or she is working with a real, tangible object. This experience prepares the student to understand the more abstract object-oriented principles that he or she will encounter when studying traditional programming languages.

Alice Eliminates Syntax Errors
For many beginning students, learning the syntax of a programming language can be a daunting task. Precious time that should be devoted to learning the fundamentals of programming is often spent tracking down missing semicolons or unbalanced braces. Syntax errors in Alice are never a problem because they never happen! The student builds a program by dragging and dropping tiles into an editor. The tiles represent programming instructions and method calls. When values or expressions are needed for variable assignments or as arguments for methods, pop-up menus appear allowing the student to select the needed value or expression.

Runtime errors can still occur, of course, because the student can use the wrong instruction, or get instructions out of order. But, because syntax is not an issue, the student devotes his or her time to developing and debugging algorithms.

Alice Is Motivating
Perhaps the most compelling reason to use Alice is the fact that students enjoy it so much. Rather than writing programs that perform calculations and display text on the screen, students use Alice to create rich animations and computer games. The time that students spend with Alice is productive because they learn the fundamentals of programming while creating virtual worlds.

Alice in the Classroom
Alice is used in a variety of ways in the classroom, and this text is designed to accommodate all of them. The following are a few examples:
This text can be used with Alice for the first part of an introductory programming course before moving to a traditional programming language. Depending on the amount of time devoted to Alice in such a course, the entire book can be covered, or some of the later chapters can be omitted.

This text can be used with Alice for a brief introduction to programming in a computer concepts course or an introduction to technology course. Later chapters can be omitted to fit the amount of time available.

This text can be used in a semester-long course that uses only Alice to teach programming fundamentals.

This text can be used in short courses or summer programs in which Alice is used to teach programming or virtual world building.

**Brief Overview of Each Chapter**

**Chapter 1 Introduction to Alice and Objects**

Chapter 1 explains what an algorithm is and why we use programming languages. The Alice software is introduced and the student learns about objects and three-dimensional graphical environments.

**Chapter 2 Programming in Alice**

In Chapter 2 the student learns about primitive methods in Alice and how to write instructions that call them. The program design cycle is introduced and the student learns to use it to develop a program.

**Chapter 3 Variables, Functions, Math, and Strings**

Chapter 3 introduces variables and their data types. The student also learns about functions and how to call them. Math expressions are introduced and the student learns to use functions that work with strings.

**Chapter 4 Decision and Repetition Structures**

Chapter 4 first discusses Boolean expressions. Then the student learns to write decision structures using the If/Else instruction, and repetition structures using the Loop and While instructions.

**Chapter 5 Methods, Functions, and More about Variables**

In Chapter 5 the student learns to write class-level methods in objects, create new properties in objects, and save objects as new classes. Stepwise refinement is discussed and the student learns to divide a large problem into several methods.

**Chapter 6 Events**

Chapter 6 introduces event-driven programming. The student learns how to handle various events in Alice, with a special emphasis given to developing games.
Chapter 7 Lists and Arrays
Chapter 7 introduces lists and arrays as data structures. The student learns how to create lists and arrays and how to process items stored in them.

Chapter 8 Recursion
Chapter 8 introduces recursion and discusses how to use recursion in problem solving. Examples that use recursion for animation and for calculations are demonstrated.

Appendix A Installing Alice
Appendix A presents step-by-step instructions for installing the Alice software.

Appendix B Answers to Checkpoints
Appendix B provides the answers to all of the Checkpoint questions that appear throughout each chapter. Students can use these answers to check their own progress as they work through the text.

Features of the Text

Concept Statements
Most major sections of the text start with a concept statement. This statement concisely summarizes the main point of the section.

Example Worlds
The text has an abundant number of complete and partial example worlds, each designed to highlight the topic currently being studied.

Tutorials
Each chapter has several hands-on tutorials that lead the student through the process of developing or completing an Alice world. These tutorials give the student experience performing the tasks discussed in the chapters.

Video Notes
A series of online videos, developed specifically for this book, are available for viewing at www.pearsonhighered.com/gaddis. Icons appear throughout the text alerting the student to videos that accompany specific tutorials and programming problems.

Notes
Notes appear throughout the text. They provide short explanations of interesting or frequently misunderstood points relevant to the topic at hand.
Tips
Tips appear throughout the text and advise the student on the best techniques for approaching different programming or animation problems.

Checkpoints
Checkpoints are questions placed at intervals throughout each chapter. They are designed to query the student's knowledge quickly after learning a new topic.

Review Questions
A thorough set of multiple choice and short answer questions appear at the end of each chapter.

Exercises
At the end of each chapter, following the review questions, appears a set of exercises for developing Alice worlds. These exercises are designed to solidify the student's knowledge of the topics presented in the chapter.

Supplements

Student Resource CD
This CD includes:
- A copy of the Alice software
- A set of example Alice worlds

If you cannot locate your CD, many of these resources are also available at http://www.aw.com/cssupport

Instructor Resources
The following supplements are available to qualified instructors:
- Completed Alice worlds for the tutorials
- Answers to all of the review questions
- Solutions for the exercises
- PowerPoint presentation slides
- Test bank

Please visit the Addison-Wesley Instructor Resource Center (http://www.aw.com/irc) or send an e-mail to computing@aw.com for information on how to access these resources.
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